
THE PURELAND DOCUMENT OF THE 
TRUTHFUL DOCTRINE, WORK, AND 

ATTAINMENT. INTRODUCTION.

In my own mind, it was thus thought.® The Grand Vow® which 
it is hard to conceive,® is the great ship sailing across the ocean 
which it is difficult to sail across.® The Illuminating Light® knowing 
no obstruction® is the sun of wisdom® destroying the reign of dark
ness held by Ignorance.®

(T) In this section, there is a statement of the fundamental truth of Shin Buddhism 
----- the Original Vow of Amitabha Buddha and His Light with their powerfulness. The 
statement is based upon the teachings of the Wu-liang-shou-ching *EjSWiS-

@ The sentence placed in the very beginning of this general introduction makes us 
feel that there is a betrayal of the writer’s inner mind subtly working, together with 
an aspect of the attitude he takes towards the composition of this book. It seems that 
the writer first quietly listens to those teachings of Buddha the Great Holy and of 
patriarchs and masters the spiritual fore-runners, and then deliberately digest them in 
the innermost of his mind. The composition of the book is not for declaration nor is 
it for proclamation. As to the writer’s usage of words, the commentators notices, he 
is always prudent enough to employ those words which were used by his Pure Land 
predecessors and consequently connoted with rich associations. Those two Chinese words 

with which the writer begins this book, were formerly used by Shan-tao (612-681), 
one of the seven patriarchs of Shin Buddhism, in the opening chapter of his Commen
tary to the Meditation Sutra. Cf. Shan-tao, Kuan-ching Hsiian-i-fen, :

These words are also used in the 
“ retrospect ” of the present work, just in the same way they were used by Shan-tao in 
the concluding remark of that Commentary. Cf. Kuan-ching San-shan-i, Jgjig 
X The retrospect of the present work, Eit

@ The Grand Vow gA® refers to the Original Vow of Amitabha Buddha. The word 
is the equivalent to ‘ pranidhana ’ in Sanskrit. Pranidhana, meaning ‘ wish ’, ‘ will ’, or 
‘ vow ’, is generally translated in Chinese as gL It is a conception peculiar to Mahayana 
Buddhism. A Bodhisattva as a rule makes a number of vows before he begins his 
career, for his desire to attain the final stage of Buddhahood is not only for his own 
benefit but for all the worlds visible and invisible. Now, the Bodhisattva’s vows are 
two kinds: the general vow and the special vow. The former is common to all the 
Bodhisattvas, while the latter belongs to each individual Bodhisattva. The general vow 
of the Bodhisattva is known as Four Grand Vows E33AWK. They are: (1) However 
innumerable beings are, I vow to save them ; (2) however inexhaustible the passions
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are, I vow to extinguish them ; (2) however innumerable the Dharmas are, I vow to 
master them ; (4) however incomparable the Buddha-truth is, I vow to attain it. The 
special vow of the Bodhisattva differs according to each individual Bodhisattva. For 
example, there are forth-eight vows of Dharmakara, who became Amitabha Buddha, 
when his Vows were all fulfilled. The vow, when it is one which a Buddha or a Bodhi
sattva made in the past, is called ‘ purva-pranidhana ’. Purva-pranidhana, meaning 
' original wish or vow ’, ‘ wish or vow in the disciplinary stage ‘ wish or vow from of old 
or in previous life’, is translated in Chinese as g®, jg®, or
Now, ® or in general is sometimes called gz,® or in its greatness. zffiRK as it 
comes out of the Buddha’s compassionate heart. Here in the text gig refers to the 
forty-eight of Amitabha Buddha, which is set forward in the Wu-liang-shou-ching. 
As to these forty-eight Vows of Amitabha Buddha, see D. T. Suzuki’s translation of 
them in his essay on “The Shin Sect of Buddhism", Eastern Buddhist, Vol VII, nos 
3-4. pp. 227-245. The usage of the word gig is found in the : SiSfSiW,

@ ‘ Hard to conceive ’ .^g, is here used as the abbreviation of ‘ hard to con
ceive and hard to express'. Thus, the idea is allied to that of ‘ impossible to
conceive and impossible to express ’. Both and TWA.# are epithets applied
especially to Amida’s Vow and His Light. Amida’s Vow and His Light are both incon
ceivable, because they are beyond our mentation in their mysterious power or activities, 
working out the salvation of those who are too wicked to be saved. Cf.

® The ocean which it is difficult to sail across SIS-'® (duhsamatikramasagara). 
This is the ocean of the birth-and-death where we are adrift from time immemorial 
and could never get out of it so as to attain the other shore of enlightenment. In 
other words, it refers to three worlds and six states of existence, where we are trans
migrating from the beginningless past. The three worlds are : (1) the world of desire; 
(2) the world of form; and, (3) the world of no-form. The six states of existence are:
(1) the hell; (2) the abode of hungry ghost; (3) the animal world ; (4) the asura world; 
(5) the human world; and, (6) the deva world. Cf. Nagarjuna, Shi-chu-p‘i-p‘o-sha-lun. 
(Dasabhumi-vibhasa-sastra), I-hsing-p‘in

SKaFK®, ibid, hsu-p‘in |W, ; jUEtmAXRftBMI
(755)

© The Illuminating Light (prabhava). It is the light emanating from a Bud
dha’s or a Bodhisattva’s body 0)6, or mind i. e. wisdom fi
vt). along with manifests the saving power of Amitabha Buddha. Whereas
the is the will-power awakened in His disciplinary stage, at the moment when Fie 
began His career of a Bodhisattva, the is the mysterious power attained after His 
enlightenment. According to the Wu-liang-shou-ching, Amitabha Buddha is equipped 
with twelve kinds of They are : (1) the light of no-measure; (2), of no-bounds;
(4), of no-equal; (5), of up-flaming; (6), of purity, or, of no lust; (7), of joy, or, of 
no-resentment; (8), of wisdom, or, of no-folly; (9), of no-intermitting; (10), hard to
conceive; (11), of no expressing; and, (12), of transcending the light of the sun and 
of the moon. Among them, however, the (3) and the TSTfiB® (10th and 11th
combined) are the most important. and

are the three appellations used by Shin Buddhist when they want to designate 
Amitabha Buddha as the object of worship. There are three kinds of functions of 
light. They are : (1) maturing all sentient beings (2) destroying darkness of ignorance; 
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and, (3) taking in and not forsaking all those who practices the work of Nembutsu. 
Cf.
B, •§=#»,<, *08, S&OHm. B&SWB ■---- &

® Knowing no obstuctions iftR (apratihata). There are two kinds of *E5>. One 
is technically known as IsdStKlte. The world, when viewed as it is, is a world of non
discrimination where things interpenetrate. There will be no hindrance whatever in it. 
This is called Cf. Tan-luan, Ching-t’u-lun-chu, g®, i^zhfftET :
•t&o ssh,

The other kind of &Egj is called fitEASL It is spoken especially the Light 
of Amitabha Buddha. We read in the Smaller Sukhavativyuha Sutra : tit ISA

K+JW, A&sSgWISK., (0, Sariputra, the illuminating light of that
Buddha is infinite indeed. It extends its rays over all the countries of ten quarters. 
There is no obstructing of it. He is therefore called Amitabha.) Shinran Shonin in
terprets in one of his works: tegj means unobstructedness, i. e. not being obstucted 
by any evil passion or by any evil karma of sentient beings. It is the freedom of ac
tivities”. 4k® here in the text refers to the second kind of $S(R. Cf. gj®,

=«n H 11 S AT
Hit.

® The sun of wisdom gH. The Budda's Light is the light of wisdom. Hence, the 
sun of wisdom. Cf. MStWfe

© Ignorance fcBfi (avidya). There are various interpretations of avidya. Generally 
speaking, however, avidya is ' not being vidya ’, ‘ not being enlightened ’, ' not attaining 
the truth ’. The truth of existence is that, all is empty, all goes beyond the categories 
of being and non-being, inner existences as well as outer existences. is the attach
ment, especially the attachment to one’s own inner being, whence all evil comes. In 
Shin Buddhism, two kinds of is specially mentioned. One is the folly which is
one of the three evil passions, and the other is to harbour a doubt about the efficacy 
of Amitabha Budda’s saving power. This latter is technically known as T7®W ‘not 
attaining the Buddha’s wisdom'. Cf. Ta-p'i-p'o-sha-lun 
fto Hui-yuan, Ta-ch’eng-i-ching, ftig, h

It is for this reason, that the time® was shown to have matured 
for the Pure Land Teaching® to be set forward, where Ajatasatru was 
induced by Devadatta to commit those grave offences ; and the world® 
were betrayed to be suited to the Pure Land Work, where Vaidehi 
was inspired by Sakyamuni to make choice of the Land of Blissful
ness.® This means that those manifested personalities,® all in one 
benevolent heart, achieved the welfare of those multifarious beings® 
who are keenly feeling various kinds of pains; and, that the Most 
Powerful One of the World,® in His great compassionate heart, was 
verily anxious to bestow® [the gift of truthfulness] upon those who 
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committed grave offences,® upon those who slandered the Right Dha
rma, and upon those who are Icchantika.

® This section is related to the rise of Pure Land Buddhism. Pure Land Buddhism 
was caused by the desire of Vaidehi in connexion with the so-called “Tragedy of Raja- 
grha ”, narrated in the Kuan-wu-liang-shou-ching (Amitayur-dhyana Sutra or
the Meditation Sutra). Prince Ajatasatru (fSffe in the present text) of Magadha, induced 
by his friend Devadatta (jgsg in the present text), usurps the throne, confining his own 
father Bimbisara in prison. Vaidehi in the present text), his mother, becomes weary 
of living in “ this defiled world which is filled with hells, hungry-ghosts, and brute cre
ation ”, and implores the Buddha to let her know about “ the Pure Land where there is 
no sorrow or trouble ”. Then, the Buddha manifests innumerable Buddha-lands of ten 
quarters and shows them to her. Thereupon, Vaidehi makes choice of the Western 
Pure Land of Blissfulness (gfa® in the present text) and requests the Buddha to teach 
the way by which she can be reborn there. Thus begins the exposition of the Medi
tation Sutra.

® Yuan literally means ‘ hem ’, ‘ connexion ’, ‘ to follow ’, ‘ to depend upon ’. As 
a Buddhist technical term, this is used in combination with yin g| (hetu) is direct 
cause whereas (pratyaya) is indirect cause. Accordingly, Jfe is ‘ condition ’, ‘ oc
casion ’, ‘ circumstances ’, and ‘the concurrence of indirect causes’. The ‘time’ here render
ed is rather a free translation.

© Ching-pang lit. ‘ pure-country ’ (sukhavati). But here in the present text, it 
seems, it stands for ‘the exposition of the teaching of Pure Land Buddhism’.

® Chi ® means ‘ that which works ’. As a Buddhist term, it has several meanings. 
According to Chih-i’s Fa-hua-hsiian-i, there are three kinds of work
ing of (1) a secret working; hence secret inner workings of human mind, capaci
ties, capabilities; groups of human beings classified according to their capacities.
(2) A correlative working; hence there are people ® who stand in reciprocal relation to 
Dharma or doctrine (3) An appropriate working; opportune devices. ® is
used in the present text in its first meaning. It refers to the people’s capacities.
Here it is rendered as ‘ the world ’.

@ An-yang literally meaning ‘ peaceful pleasure ’, is one of the Chinese equiva
lents for Sanskrit ‘ sukhavati.’ Among a variety of synonyms, the most popular one is 
chi-lo Cf M-ftWSIT : WB

@ ‘ Manifested personalities ’ is the rendering of ch’iian-hua which literally
means ‘ a temporarily transformed’. By ‘a manifested person’ or ‘a manifested being’ is 
meant a Buddha or a Bodhisattva who assumes human form or any other being’s form 
and as such performs a variety of works with a view to saving all sentient beings. 
Ajatasatru, Devadatta, and Vaidehi are considered by Shinran Shonin as ‘manifested 
personalities ’. It is solely for the benefit of the people of the future that they took 
part in the ‘ Tragedy of Rajagrha ’ and gave occasion to the rise of Pure Land Bud
dhism. Cf. Tao-ch’o, An-lo-chi,

© Ch’un meng W®, literally meaning ‘ all kinds of green growth ’, is one of the 
synonyms of ‘ all sentient beings ’ —‘ Multifarious beings ’ in this English trans
lation. Cf. IKW : : WSiW,
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® ‘The Most Powerful One of the World’ ft!® is Sakyamuni. In the Wu-liang-shou- 
ching, the Buddha is praised by Ananda to be showing Himself in the five excellent 
forms of virtues. This is one of these forms. Cf. &EJMSJS : -4 H

© ‘To bestow’ correspond to St Cf. SySUHSMc : ASK, .0f.Kfct!M
(Tathagatas, in their unbounded compassion, take 

pity upon the three worlds. The reason why they appear in this world is to bring for
ward all the teachings of enlightenment, so that they can save all kinds of beings, 
giving them the benefit of truthfulness.)

@ Ni-pang-shan-t’i refers to the three kinds of beings who are not easily to
be enlightened. They are; (1) ® (2) and (3) M#S0 ® is the abbreviation of riSw 
five grave offences and those who committed them. The five grave offences are: (1) 

the murder of the father (pitri-ghata) ; (2) 82# the murder of the mother (matri- 
ghata); (3) SzPJitSt the murder of the arhat (arhat-ghata) ; (4) ffi 1®# A making the 
Buddha bleed in his body with an evil intention (tathagatasyantike dustacitta-rudhirot- 
padanam) ; (5) disturbing the peace of the Brotherhood (samgha-bheda).
is the abbreviation of (sad-dharma-apavadaka) slandering the right Dharma and
those who committed that offence. is the abbreviation of —Wit, the transliteration
of Icchantika, who are destitute of the Buddha-nature. They are said to be “ those who 
do not believe in the laws of causality, who have no feeling of shame, who have no 
faith in the working of karma, who are unconcerned with the present, with the future, 
who never befriend good people, who do not follow the teaching of the Buddha ” (—® 

as to 
‘ three beings who are not easily to be enlightened ’.
A, A.=-£n*=iW, MSB. SWWfOWo

iOi*

By this it is clearly known, that the Honoured Name of the Su
preme Virtue, perfect in all kinds of merits and unhindered in all sorts 
of activities, is no other than the Right Wisdom, converting a 
badness into a goodness; and, that the Adamantine Faith, which it 
is rare to obtain, is just the True Way where doubts are removed 
and the attainment is realised.

® This section is the praise of Name and Faith The O-mi-t’o-ching (Smal
ler Sukhavativyuha) is the source of this eulogy. The first part: Name, its contents, 
and its nature. The second part: Faith, its characteristics, and its function.

® “ The Honoured Name ”, gfgjs, is the name of Amitabha Buddha. Substantially, it 
is the six Chinese charactered Name The Name has been achieved by
Amitabha Buddha as an instrument to save all sentient beings, with His Original Vow 
as its primary mover, and with His five kalpas meditative works and His myriad kalpas 
good practices as its second and third movers. Thus, the name is perfect with all kinds 
of merits, and has the power of penetrating the heart of all beings however much they 
may be clad in evil passions or evil karmas. Hence HgJSDOSt (the Honoured Name 
of the Supreme Virtue, perfect in all kinds of merits and unhindered in all sorts of 
activities).

@ The Right Wisdom Shinran Shonin mentions of ‘the Nembutsu of Wisdom’
in the Shozomatsu Wasan (Psalms on Three Times). The Name or Nembutsu is con
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sidered to represent or to embody the wisdom of the Buddha. The wisdom of the Bud
dha has a power to convert a badness into a goodness and is likened to a fallen drop 
of medicine which changes the nature of whole matters. It is for this reason that an old 
Shin believer said : “ With us, there are an infinite number of hindrances; they are gone, 
however, when we practise the Nembutsu Where Shin thus speaks of the wisdom of 
the Buddha i. e. prajna, there we discern the difference which exists between Shin Bud
dhism and Christianity, however similar they may appear in their outward appearances. 
Prajna is one of the fundamental ideas of Buddhism which is common to all its varied 
thoughts. As to the importance of the idea of prajna, see D. T. Suzuki, ‘ Philosophy and 
Religion of the Prajnaparamita ’ Essay on Zen Buddhism 3rd series, p 207 et seq.

@ The Faith fiJSL Literally, -fa means ‘to believe’, 36 ‘to wish'. Thus fllS* is to 
believe in the Original Vow of Amida and wish to be reborn in His Pure Land. The 
faith is the thing difficult for us to obtain, for His Vow intends to save all beings inclu
ding even the evil ones and is beyond the ordinary way of thinking. It is indeed incon
ceivable as it transcends the laws of causality. Hence it is difficult for us to believe 
in. Hence again the faith is a kind of rarity for us to obtain. This faith, however, when 
once attained, is as indestructible as diamond. Therefore, it is stated here as the above.

@ “ The True Way ” iRhS refers to the way by which we can attain Buddhahood; 
the truth of Buddhism.

JeW, M

Therefore, this is the Truhful Doctrine for the ordinary and the 
small to practice with ease; and the Short Cut for the dull and the 
ignorant to tread on smoothly. In all the doctrines taught by the 
Great Holy® in his life-time, there is none that can be compared 
with this merit-ocean.® Those people who loathe this defiled world 
and desire to be reborn in the Pure Land, and yet are stumbling 
upon the problem of work and feel uneasy about the matter of faith; 
and those people who, being dull in mind and small in knowledge, 
must bear the burden of grave offences and struggle in the path of 
much hinderances—they should especially put their trust on Tathagata’s 
out-sending exhortation® and determinedly press forward on the 
straight road of the most excellence.® Let them exclusively devote 
themselves to this work and solely apply themselves to this faith!

© In this section the writer mentions of the excellence of Pure Land Buddhism and 
recommends people to receive it

® The Great Holy ©IB i. e. Sakyamuni
@ The Merit Ocean, refers to the Name of the Buddha, as it is filled with me

rits like the ocean which is filled with various treasures. This is transferred to the 
doctrine, as the substance of the doctrine is the Name of the Buddha. Cf. hin-kuang- 
ming-tsui-sheng-wang-ching (Suvarnaprabhasottamarajasiitra)
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@ Tathagata’s out-sending exhortation cf jKsST?, -fiP'S,
W'£6P:iKH?fc®o »lEti4, In the Parable of the Two Streams, the traveller
who hesitates in the middle of two streams hears a voice coming from the eastern bank 
urging him to proceed: “Only determinedly go on this way. You shall never die. If 
you stay, you stay, you must surely die.” This is the out-sending exhortation of Sakya- 
muni.

@ The most excellent straight road, refers to the Original Vow of Amida.
cf. 'fgsgSfS : TKF • In the Parable of Two Streams, the voice calls from the
western bank: let you come, with right thought and singleness of mind. Walk on, 
without hesitation. I will protect you, fear not being drowned in fire and water. The 
traveller, encouraged by the calling voice as well as by sending voice, he goes the way 
placed between the two streams of fire and water.

<

Oh! The Powerful Force® of the Grand Vow! It is rare for us 
to come across with it, -—indeed, it is rare even in many lives. Oh I 
The Pure Faith of Truthfulness ! It is difficult for us to embrace it 
•—-indeed, it is difficult even in myriad kalpas. If it should happen 
to you that you had the good luck to meet this faith and this work, 
you should gratefully turn your thought toward the far distant past 
and take utmost delight in your ancient connexions.® In case you 
should become encompassed by the net of those doubts® in this time 
again, you would have to make your further transmigration for eons 
of kalpas. So, indeed I This is really the Truthful Word that em
braces all and forsakes none®; and the Right Dharma that surpasses 
the world and is found only in rare occasion.

® The Powerful Force SgSfe (adhipatipratyaya). The idea is near adhisthana, Ass? 
Tl, the spiritual power of the Buddha which is added to a Bodhisattva and sustains him 
through his course of discipline.

@ The ancient connexions, (purvapratyaya), commonly said of good connec
tions.

@ doubts, SHg, lit. ' doubt-net ’. In Buddhist symbolism, the net is used in the fol
lowing three figures. (1) Difficulty of getting out of it. (2] Sifting. (3) Covering. Here 
the net is used in the meaning of (3) covering.

® The Truthful word that embraces all and forsakes none, of- Truth
ful Word Tao-ch’o, An-lo-chi, that embraces all
and forsakes none

Here, I, Gutoku Shaku Shinran,®— I feel that I am ever so much 
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happy. Those sutras and sastras by the Holy Masters of India® and 
Yueh-chih® and those commentaries by the Great Masters of China® 
and Japan®—I was happily able to meet them for all those diffi
culties that surrounded the circumstances, and to hear them in spite of 
all the hindrances that attended the rare occurence. I was made to 
set my reverential faith in the Doctrine, the Work, and the Attain
ment of the True Religion. Being thus led, I am made aware of the 
Tathagata’s benevolent activities® particularly deep upon me from 
the beginningless past. It is for this reason that here I take delight 
in whatever words I have ever heard and sing praise to whatever 
acquirements I have ever received.

® Gutoku Shaku Shinran Literally, means (1) ‘ foolish' or (2) ‘ igno
rant ’. Jg (1) ‘ baldheaded ’ or (2) ‘ not-long-haired ’. In the “ Retrospect ” of the present 
work, Shinran Shonin wrote about himself in the following way: “ Therefore, I am 
neither a monk nor a layman. So I will take the word of and make it my surname.” 
We take this remark to mean that, being neither a tonsured monk nor a long-haired 
layman, he is only a non-descript humble existence. Thus Shuran Shonin. calling him
self expressed that he has nothing to be proud of; he is only the follower of 
Amida’s Faith, is the name of the clan to which Sakyamuni belonged. So, all the 
followers of the Buddha are called as they are of W clan in the sense that they are 
the descendants of Sakyamuni. Cf.

..... Se4«e, MAWfl, MT*®, TH

m sms.
® India, B#, lit. the western country
@ Yueh-chih, lit, moon-division. Cf.

@ China, MH, lit. eastern-kingdom.
® Japan, lit. sun-region
® The benevolent activities, ,@.®, one of three kinds of Buddha’s activities, : 

(1) Seeing through all things, (2) Destroying all evil passions and karmas, gf®;
(3) Benefitting all sentient beings, Jg.®o
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TA-WU-LIANG-SHOU-CHING

DOCTRINE OF TRUTHFULNESS
PURE LAND TRUE RELIGION
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Of the Truthful Doctrine, I
Of the Truthful Work, If
Of the Truthful Faith, III
Of the Truthful Attainment, IV
Of the Land of True Buddha, V
Of the Land of Manifested Body, VI

THE PURE LAND DOCUMENT OF THE 
TRUTHFUL DOCTRINE. BOOK I

I

COMPILED BY GUTOKU SHAKU SHINRAN

When the reverential reflexion is bestowed upon the Pure Land 
True Religion,® it becomes manifest that are two kinds of eko in it. 
The one is the eko® of the going-forward aspect®; and, the other, the 
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eko of the coming-back aspect.® As to the eko of the going-forward 
aspect, we can distinguish in it the Truthful Doctrine, the Truthful 
Work, the Truthful Faith, and the Truthful Attainment.

® The Pure Land True Religion. iVTiKSi Cf. i'jfifite, : Mite?'!., :

® ‘ eko ’ is the key word of Shin Buddhism. It literally means “ to turn (03) ” 
the result of one’s own merit and “to direct” ([if]) it to somebody else. It is parina- 
mana ” in Sanskrit. Originally the conception is purely mahayanistic. It appeared with 
the rise of Mahayana Buddhism. The Prajnaparamita Sutra is considered to be one of 
the earliest Mahayana literatures where we find this idea. As to the significance of this 
doctrine of merit-transference, D. T. Suzuki writes of it as follows. “ The doctrine of 
merit-transference is really one of the significant features of Mahayana Buddhism and 
its development marks the start of a new era in the history of Buddhist philosophy. 
Before this, the accumulation of merit or the practice of good deeds was something 
which exclusively concerned the individual himself; the doer was responsible for all that 
he did, good or bad ; as long as he was satisfied with the karma of his work, to enjoy 
happiness or to suffer disaster was his own business and nothing further was to be said 
or done about it. But now we have come to deal with a different state of affairs. We 
are no more by ourselves alone, each is not living just for himself, everything is so in
timately related that anything done by anybody is sure to affect others in one way or 
another. The individualistic Hinayana has now become the communistic Mahayana. 
This was really a great turning point in the evolution of Buddhist thought.” (The Shin 
Sect of Buddhism, The Eastern Buddhist Vol. VII. No 3-4) Now, as to this merit-trans
ference, the general Mahayana idea of it is that merit created anywhere by any being 
is turned over to any other being desired or towards the enhancement and prevalence 
of Enlightenment in the whole world’ And it was commonly understood that it was to 
turn over our own merits. With the Pure Land Buddhists, especially with Shinran 
Shonin, however, this was not the case. With them, the idea of merit-transference is 
that merits created by Amitabha Buddha are turned over to us who are too weak to 
work out our own emancipation. Shinran Shonin realised in full measure this merit
transference of Amitabha in His powerful will of Original Vow and its fulfilment. He 
read the characters 3Lb)®lS], contained in the passage of the sutra informing the fulfil
ment of Vow, “to be turned by Amida towards us in His sincere heart,” instead of the 
customary way of reading “ for us to turn towards Amida in our sincere heart ”. There 
are two other places where Shinran Shonin read in the same way, one in Tauluan’s 
Commentary and the other in Shan-tao’s Commentary. No doubt, it is due to the fact 
that a living faith dictated Shinran Shonin in understanding the sutra or the com
mentaries. Thus, when merit-transference is made to originate exclusively from Amida, 
we see where the idea of other power comes from. We can almost say that the entire 
structure of the Shin teaching is dependent upon this Shinran’s interpretation of the 
principle of merit-transference. D. T. Suzuki writes: “ This movement on the part of 
the founder of the Shin school of Buddhism was indeed a leap—technically known as 
crosswise leap Instead of making one continuous progress ahead which has no end
or rather which is a never-ending course, he abruptly turns towards Amida and throws 
himself up into his arms. The Mahayana way of thinking hitherto persued by the Jiriki 
doctors is here completely reversed.”

® The going-forward aspect, is the aspect in which we are seen to be reborn
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in the Pure Land. This is the way of our attaining Buddhahood, the way that profit 
oneself gjpj, and the way that enlightens oneself It is one aspect of Buddhist dis
cipline.

@ The coming-back aspect, is the aspect in which we are seen to come back
to the defiled world from the Pure Land where we were born. This is the way of our 
performing the work of salvation, the way that profits others and the way that
enlightens others It is another aspect of Buddhist discipline.

In Shin Buddhism, both of these two kinds of Buddhist discipline consist in the Name 
given to us by the power of Amida’s Original Vow.

Now, the Truthful Doctrine, substantially expressed, is no other 
than the Ta-wu-liang-shou-ching. The core of this sutra is as follows. 
Amitabha Buddha makes vows in a way that surpasses the world, 
develops the Dharma-resources for the sake of all sentient beings, 
and, taking pity upon the ordinary and small, preferably gives them 
the merit-treasure®; while Sakyamuni Buddha appears in the world, 
promulgates the doctrine of enlightenment,® and, wishing to save 
multifarious beings, bestows upon them the truthful benefits.® This 
being the case, the essential of the sutra consists in the exposition of 
the Tathagata’s Original Vow, and its substance lies in the Buddha’s 
Name.

® Here is stated the perfect agreement of Amida’s intenton and Sakyamuni’s wish.
@ The merit-treasure, refers to the Buddha’s Name, as it is perfect with

all kinds of merits.
@ The teachings of enlightenment, iOfc, refers to all the doctrines of Holy-Path 

Buddhism.
@ The truthful benefits, refers to the Original Vow of Amida.
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By what is it known that this is the most important cause for which 
the Buddhas appeared in this world ?

It is said in the Ta-wu-liang-shou-ching. “Today, 0! Bhagavat! j 
see all your senses are radiant in serene bliss. The colour of your
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body shines in immaculate cleanliness. The glory of your face stands 
high enthroned over all heights. You are like a mirror bright and 
clean. On its either face, reflection is equally dazzling. The dignity 
of your appearance is indeed brilliant and magnificent. The grandeur 
is really beyond description. I have no remembrance of having ob
served in the buddha such an extraordinary wonder as I see now before 
me. Really it is! 0 ! Great Master! The thought has come to me.
Today, you are the most exalted of the world : for you are abiding in 
the dharma of unique excellence. Today, you are the most powerful 
of the world : for you are abiding in the abode of the Buddhas. To
day, you are the eye of the world: for you are abiding in the 
walk of the leader. Today, you are the most distinguished of the 
world : for you are abiding in the most excellent way. Today, you 
are the most exalted of the devas: for you are doing the works of 
all the Tathagatas. All the Buddhas of past, future, and present, are 
said to be each contemplating all others. May it not be possible then 
that the present Buddha contemplates all the other Buddhas? How 
does it happen so, that the awe-inspiring influence of yours is thus 
much dazzlingly prevailing ?

MW, WH,

Thereupon, Bhagavat told Ananda, saying; “ How is it, 0, Ananda? 
Is it due to some devas who have instructed you to come to ask the 
Buddha, or is it solely through your insight of wisdom, that you have 
inquired of me about the august countenance of the Buddha ? Ananda, 
said to the Buddha: “ No deva has ever come to instruct me. It is 
solely through my own observation that I have asked you about the 
meaning of this matter.”

iwm, ww,
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The Buddha said: “Well said! 0 Ananda! Your question pleases 
me much. In you awakened are deep wisdom and wonderful elo
quence and out of compassion for all sentient beings, you have inquired 
of me about the deep meaning of this matter. The Tathagatas, in 
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their unbounded compassion, take pity upon the triple world. The 
reason why they appear in this world is to promulgate all the doc
trines of enlightenment, and, wishing to save multifarions beings, 
bestows upon the truthful benfits. The occurence is rare,—it is most 
rare,-—even in millions of innumerable kalpas. It is, therefore, difficult 
for us to be born in the time of the Buddha. Much more is it so to 
come into His presence. It is like (coming across with) the flowering 
of Audumbara tree, which takes place on so rare an occasion. In 
what you have now inquired of me, there is much that will do good 
(to the world). It will enlighten all the devas and men. 0 Ananda, 
you should know. The Tathagatas have realised the most perfect 
enlightenment. Their knowledge is beyond measurement. There is 
much in it that will lead discipline (the world). Their insight of wis
dom knows no impediment. Nothing can stand in its way.

iwm -w, to
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It is said in the Wu-liang-shou-ju-lai-hui.® “ Ananda told the Bud
dha, saying ; ‘ 0 ! Bhagavat! The thought has come to me, as I have 
seen the Tathagata who is abiding in such a rare splendour. It is 
never due to the influence of deva or any other being.’ The Buddha 
said to Ananda, ‘Well said! 0 Ananda! Well said! To my great 
satisfaction you have put this question. You have considered the 
matter well and excellently. With your subtle understanding and elo
quence, you have asked the Tathagata about the why of such an e- 
vent. For the sake of all the Tathagatas, Arhats, Samyaksambuddhas, 
who firmly abide in great compassion and perform the work of 
benefiting all sentient beings, who each come to this world as a Bo
dhisattva on so rare a moment in so much the same may as. the 
Audumbara flower blooming on so rare a moment, you have inquired 
of the Buddha about the why of this matter. Taking pity on all 
sentient beings and being desirous of their welfare, you have inquired 
of the Tathagata about the why of such an event.”

© Wu-liang-shou-ju-lai-hui, 2 vols, translated by Bodhiruci of
India in the dynasty of T’ang. One of the so-called twelve versions of the Wu-lang- 
shou-ching, See p. 2 of the present number of the Eastern Buddhist.
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It is said in the P’ing-teng-chiao-ching,® “ The Buddha told Ananda, 
saying; ‘ There are in the world Audumbara trees which have fruits 
but no flowers. Yet they will come to bloom, when a Buddha appears 
in the human world. In like manner, there are in the world the Bud
dhas who are not easily to be seen. Yet I have now made myself 
the Buddha, and come to the human world. You, Ananda, who are 
richly-endowed, clear-sighted, and good-intentioned, you know well the 
Buddha’s will, even before it is not yet expressed. Indeed, you have 
not been by the Buddha side in vain 1 Really, you have not waited 
upon the Buddha to no purpose! So excellent is that which you have 
now inquire of me. I will now answer your question. Carefully 
listen and be known clearly!

® The full title is Wu-liang-ch‘ing-ching-p‘ing-t6ng-chiao-
ching 4 vols, translated by Lokaraksa of H in the period of Later Han. One
of the so-called twelve versions of the Wu-Iang-shou-ching. See p. 2 of the present 
number of the Eastern Buddhst.
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Ching-Hsing the Master® said. “Today, 0! Bhagavat! You are 
the most exalted of the world : you are abiding in the dharma of u- 
nique excellence ’:

because those forms of the Buddha presented as they are by his miraculous power,© 
are no mere things of extraordinariness but things of no comprableness.

‘ Today, 0 ! Bhagavat I You are the most powerful of the world : 
you are abiding in the abode of the Buddhas ’:

because the Buddha, abiding in the all-things-sameness-samadhi,® submits all the 
maras and the powerful deva king.®

‘ Today, 0! Bhagavat I You are the eye of the world: you are 
abiding in the walk of the leader ’:

because the Buddha, possessing those five eyes® called the walk of the leader, leads
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all sentient beings, and there is no surpassing Him.

‘ Tody, 0 ! Bhagavat! You are the most distinguished of the world : 
you are abiding in the most excellent way ’:

because the Buddha, possessing four wisdoms,® superprominently stands alone, and 
there is no equal of Him.

1 Today, 0 I Bhagavat! You are the most exalted of the devas : you 
are doing the work of the Tathagatas’:

because the Buddha, who is the deva of the highest truth,® is in every way active 
in accordance with the nature of the Buddha.

‘ 0 ! Ananda ! You should know. The Tathagata has attained the 
perfect enlightenment ’:

which is the dharmas of uniqueness.

1 The insight of wisdom knows no obstruction ’:

the most excellent way is stated.

‘ Nothing can stand in its way ’:

that is the works of the Tathagata.”

® Ching-Hsing, 'RR, a Korean Buddhist. He wrote the Commentary to the Wu- 
liang-shou-ching.

@ Miraculous power, jj$ks®, Buddha’s activities in three ways, i. e. of body, of mouth, 
and of mind, are called three wheels EE®. Buddha’s bodily activities, in which he per
forms various wonders, are called

® All-things-sameness-samadhi, Samadhi called Samantanugata (universally
same).

@ The powerful deva king, the mara king of the sixth heaven. He is so
powerful that he is called

® Five eyes El®: (1) physical eye; (2) celestial eye; (3) wisdom-eye; (4) dharma
eye ; (5) Buddha-eye.

® Four wisdoms, ECJf: (1) the great perfect mirror wisdom, AHI®(adarsa-janna); 
(2) wisdom of attaining the sameness of things, (samata°) ; (3) wisdom of attain
ing excellent observation, (pratyaveksana°) ; (4) wisdom of attaining skillful
achievement, (Krtyanusthana°).

© The deva of highest truth, gtAIo We have five devas: (1) human deva (human 
kings) ; (2) deva by birth (devas of three worlds) ; (3) deva of purity (Sravakas and 
Pratyeka-buddhas) ; (4) deva of truth (Bodhisattvas) ; (5) deva of highest truth (Bud
dha). Cf. Stt A3E, —

EBtSsA, liBSSL
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These, then, are clear evidences testifying (that the Ta-wu-liang- 

shou-ching is) the Truthful doctrine. It is indeed the Right Teaching, 
for the promulgation of which the Buddha has appeared in this world. 
It is truly the Wonderful Cannon, which is unique and the most ex
cellent in its kind. It is really the Consumate Teaching, which is the 
most thorough of all the ekayana doctrines. It is indeed the Golden 
Word, which instantly and immediately makes us perfect in all kinds 
of merits. It is truly the Trustworthy Word, which is praised and 
admired by all the Buddhas of ten quarters. It is really the Truthful 
Doctrine, for which the time and the world is now completely matur
ed. It should be known.


